
What would BREXIT mean for Knowledge Exchange? 
Topical Issues discussion facilitated by Maureen Kelly, Keystone Law

Notes taken by Claire Edwards, Knowledge Exchange & Innovation Officer – De Montfort University

The discussion covered the following key topics
- Practical contingencies in the event of BREXIT
- European Trademarks and Patents
- Funding Streams including ERDF and Horizon2020
- Mobility of staff and students including access to skills/student placements in industry 
- Key relationships e.g. with large employers – question mark about whether significant 

industry partners will retain a UK base
- The opportunities for more Knowledge Exchange activities with other non-EU countries, 

particularly Commonwealth countries

Contingency Planning
- Ulster University have a BREXIT Plan 

o This is essential as Northern Ireland has only UK land border with the EU, one of 
Ulster’s campuses exits into a different EU country and 30% of their students and 
staff are not UK citizens

o Planning has required a lot of financial planning and financial modelling for the 
“worst case scenario” i.e. a closure of the land border and a resumption of visa 
requirements for non-UK EU citizens, lack of access to any EU funding

- Timings are unclear which isn’t helpful but HEIs will need to start acting immediately in the 
event of a vote to leave the EU even though we won’t leave straight away

- Other than Ulster there did not appear to have been a huge amount of contingency planning
so far – Maureen noted that this is the same among her corporate law clients

Trademarks, Patents and other forms of IP Protection
- Maureen noted that the European Patent Convention is separate from the EU therefore 

patents will still stand
- Trademarks and Design Rights are linked to our EU membership – there is an expectation 

that the government would put substitute agreements in place but a transition period would
be inevitable

- Unitary Patents
o Everything has been set up for London to host one of the new Unitary Patent Courts 

when the Unitary Patent comes into existence – this won’t happen if we leave
o In the event of a leave vote access to the new Unitary Patent won’t be available
o Lots of uncertainty from government and from the European Patent Office
o Would there be pressure for the UK to negotiate its way back into the Unitary 

Patent? Lots of work has already gone into this and the UK is very embedded
o UPC is ready to go, expected launch in early 2017 – BREXIT will be a huge spanner in 

the works - and we shouldn’t assume we’d just be allowed straight back in, France 
has already expressed hostility to this idea



- If we remain in the EU then UPC and Unitary Patents still need to be considered – 
applications will be for Unitary Patents covering the whole of the EU which will have benefits
and disadvantages – opt-ins and opt-outs available so strategic decisions will need to be 
made

Funding
- Horizon2020

o Countries do participate as non-EU members e.g. Brazil – but Brazil pays for its 
universities to participate, they don’t receive EU funding

o Specific pre-qualified countries in key areas such as infectious diseases – scientists 
from countries outside the EU can be co-opted into research programmes e.g. on 
Ebola. These cases are very specific

o EEA members are allowed to participate but have to accept certain principles of the 
EU e.g. freedom of movement to remain involved

- European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
o ERDF acts as match funding for early spin outs – losing access would create a funding

gap 
o ERDF is only available for EU member states

- BREXIT vote wouldn’t necessarily mean an immediate or total loss of access to EU finding 
streams but it is likely to lead to an increased burden on Tech Transfer/Knowledge Exchange 
Offices e.g. through the drafting of new guidance, taking into account uncertainties of 
negotiating period; interpreting guidance coming from government and EU; supporting 
applications during the “bedding in” period of any new system

- There is likely to be both less money and increased demands on this money e.g. through 
legal costs in interpreting guidance

- We may also see a lack of appetite from external investors with less match funding available
- Is this likely to have a direct impact on headcount in TTOs/KEOs?

o Need for diversification of funding sources – more staff required not less?
o Can we be self-sustaining? Brings us to the question of what the role of a university 

is – a heavy commercial focus in order to break even would be likely to be at the 
expense of other areas of activity with more intangible benefits

o Universities aren’t venture capital funds – we take a more relaxed approach, we 
don’t charge for our services. Could lead to a fundamental step-change in the way 
we operate

- Co-operation Funds
o Southampton are struggling to find partners in the UK to collaborate on an 

upcoming coastlines call
o Are people putting off applications?

- Universities and LEPs seem to be carrying on as normal for the time being – is there a 
possible slowdown in decision making?

Mobility and Recruitment
- Research staff

o HEIs employ a lot of excellent EU researchers



o We won’t suddenly jettison people with expertise and skills – BREXIT won’t mean we
lose people overnight but could lead to a long process of people moving away

o It will be a lot more work to keep existing people – new Visa requirements, 
questions about who we can retain, increased burden and cost on HR departments

- Students (Undergraduate and Postgraduate)
o Undergraduate EU students could count as international students post-BREXIT 

therefore subject to higher fees leading to more income for HEIs
o Would we see a drop in EU student numbers? Potentially if higher fees, stricter visa 

requirements etc.
- Post-grads/post-docs – more junior staff may not be as easy to recruit and justify if there 

was a change in visa requirements for EU staff – lower salaries, less track record

Access to Industry
- Some companies may move out of the UK
- Lots of HEIs have key relationships with large companies who have a significant EU base
- These are complex, multi-faceted relationships – important to try to have conversations at 

the right level about the impact on various areas of co-operation
o Income
o Infrastructure
o Staff
o Equipment

- Universities have work to do to identify their key relationships and join/establish discussions 
early on – key account discipline essential

- Smaller universities may be disproportionately affected as their “big relationships” may be 
seen as relatively small by their company partners

- Big companies are global anyway – working across boundaries to access excellent research
- Some organisations will work through the red tape but some won’t – there are tactical and 

practical issues to be considered

New Opportunities for KE
- Will new opportunities be opened up? Fundamentally unknown
- Commonwealth members don’t have right of residence in the UK – still subject to visa 

requirements and international student fees
- We have a shared history and affinity with countries in the Commonwealth but not legal 

relationships

Summary
- In the event of a BREXIT decision on the 23rd June Knowledge Exchange teams will need to 

consider a number of issues
o Patent Portfolios – Unitary Patent is a consideration regardless of the result of the 

referendum
o Funding
o HR and Staffing
o Key relationships



o Contracts – long term consideration but we will have to review contracts in the light 
of a different position for the UK outside Europe

- It is important to ensure that you are involved in the key conversations both internal and 
external to your organisation so that you can influence future developments

- BREXIT will lead to a long period of uncertainty about all aspects of operation – it is likely to 
be difficult and expensive for HEIs

- Key recommendations: 
1. HEIs/TTOs/KEOs should create a risk register which looks at likelihood vs impact and 

work through it
2. In the event of BREXIT Praxis-Unico should establish a working group to support 

TTOs/KEOs – this could be a forum for sharing work already done by those further ahead
in the planning process e.g. Ulster


